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What do we mean by left behind places?

Source: OSCI analysis of Electoral Commission 2016/MGCLG 2015, for Local Trust

• Not a precise definition, as our 
research is led by case studies

• Potential sources:
• Indices of Multiple 

Deprivation
• Legatum Institute’s 

Prosperity Index
• Localised property market 

insights
• UK Onward’s Social Fabric 

Index
• Local Trust’s Community 

Needs Index

3

IMD score vs Brexit vote
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Community needs score vs Brexit vote



What do we mean by left behind places?

5

Our case studies



What we’ve found: challenges

• Left behind places suffer economic deprivation, a lack 
of social amenities, and poor connectivity

• People who live in left behind places and can feel 
ignored, under valued and marginalised 

• A poor quality physical environment is both a 
consequence and a driver of the experience of being 
left behind and under valued

• Poor housing conditions, particularly in a growing PRS
• Poorly engaged communities can mean what (scarce) 

resources are available can be spent badly
• The pandemic is intensifying these factors, as well as 

longer term trends like high street decline, poor 
transport connections and housing market polarisation
6 Is this the right high streets response to the crisis?



What we’ve found: opportunities

• While macro economic factors are important 
(employment, education, transport) place-based 
factors are more readily amenable to relatively 
low cost, bottom-up interventions in places 
where there is less financial value that can be 
realised by conventional models of 
(re)development

• Left behind places often have significant assets 
that can be deployed to improve places and lives: 
• existing housing stock in traditional streets
• under used heritage buildings 
• public, natural and green spaces
• and a shared sense of community7

South East Tower, Great Yarmouth: 
left behind places can have amazing heritage assets



What do left behind places need – or want?

8

11

Q10. You said your area gets less resources, which areas do you feel are missing out? Please select 
all that apply

57%

55%

53%

49%

48%

47%

38%

37%

34%

18%

0%

Places to meet

Leisure/sports facilities

Jobs

Parks

Housing

Culture

Welfare advice

Health/care

Transport

Other

Don't know

Total

Base: Respondents answered much less/a little less Unweighted Total: Total=425



Vision, planning, community engagement

9

Stockon on Tees plans to replace a shopping centre 
with a park, reconnecting the high street to the river

Scarborough’s heritage-based Urban Renaissance,  
participatory planning since 2001



Placemaking via micro-interventions

10

Arches Local, Chatham: Big 
Local funded community led 

regeneration



Transformation requires ownership too

Midsteeple Quarter, Dumfries: community business taking 
ownership of the high streets to diversify and improve it



Retrofitting homes – street by street

The twin challenges of net 
zero carbon and run-down 
housing stock can only be 
met by renewing homes 

place by place, to raise the 
overall value of left behind 

places and recoup the 
investment.

Many left behind places have a lot of 
low value, aging homes that attract 

buy-to-let landlords seeking high 
yields from housing benefit 



Observer building, 
Hastings: 

transformation of 
iconic town centre 

building into a 
community hub

A healthy ecosystem of institutions

13

White Rock Neighbourhood Ventures and IF_DO The Observer Building — Isolation Station Hastings 3

The Past

• Built 1924 as hub of the FJ Parsons newspaper 
empire - 500 jobs, a civic hub.

• Closed 1985, empty and increasingly derelict 
over 34 years.

• 17 planning applications: 
 - 1 refused, 3 withdrawn. 
 - 13 previous owners, all but one made 
 money out of it without doing any repairs.

• Strong community interest demonstrated 
over many years, including temporary use in 
2016.

White Rock Neighbourhood Ventures and IF_DO The Observer Building — Isolation Station Hastings 12

Design Summary

The Observer Building project is one 
which will create a thriving community 
within a building. 

The intention is to create a an ecosystem of 
buildings and spaces for and a diverse range 
of people and organisations. A space for a 
community with shared principles, and positive 
working relationships.

16 capped rent flats 
1 floor of co-working studios and offices

3 floors of leisure businesses 
roof garden, glasshouse and bar

30 years of 
dereliction

10 planning 
permissions

13 changes of 
ownership

Source: Jess Steele, WRNV



Conclusions
• Left behind places need trees, trams and tricycles to 

create prosperous, child-friendly environments. 
• Left behind towns need the tools and freedoms to turn 

declining high streets into thriving centres of 
community, cultural and commercial life.

• Left behind communities need the powers and half the 
money to take control of their assets and realise the 
economic value of community regeneration.

• Left behind neighbourhoods need street-by-street 
investment to bring homes up to standard and meet 
the net zero carbon target.

• Levelling up the country needs patient, flexible funding 
and  a healthy ecosystem of civic institutions to 
empower communities and ensure no place is left behind. Piece Hall, Halifax
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Thank you!

@tobylloyd

16 www.createstreetsfoundation.org.uk/no-place-left-behind/


